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Further research is in progress to
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elaborate on the mechanisms that
intracellular
signaling
pathways
influence of dark chocolate on neumay be involved in the cause-andinvolved
in
T-cell
activation,
rological functions from the standeffect brain-behavior relationship
cellular
immune
response
and
point of sugar content -- the more
genes involved in neural signal- with cacao at this high concentrasugar, the happier we are," Berk
ing and sensory perception -- tion.
said. "This is the first time that we
the latter potentially associathave looked at the impact of large
ed with the phenomena of
For Full article, https://
amounts of cacao in doses as small
www.sciencedaily.com/
brain hyperplasticity.
as a regular-sized chocolate bar in
releases/2018/04/180424133628.htm
humans over short or long periods
of time, and are encouraged by the Dark Chocolate (70% Organic Cacao)
findings. These studies show us that Increases Acute and Chronic EEG
Power Spectral Density (μv2) Rethe higher the concentration of
New research shows there might
be health benefits to eating certain
types of dark chocolate. Findings
from two studies being presented
today at the Experimental Biology
2018 annual meeting in San Diego
show that consuming dark chocolate that has a high concentration of
cacao (minimally 70% cacao, 30%
organic cane sugar) has positive
effects on stress levels, inflammation, mood, memory and immunity.
While it is well known that cacao is
a major source of flavonoids, this is
the first time the effect has been
studied in human subjects to determine how it can support cognitive,
endocrine and cardiovascular
health.
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